The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain The following table lists non-polymeric compounds, carbohydrate monomers and non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains that are outliers for geometric or electron-density-fit criteria: 4  IOD  A  608  --X  -4  IOD  C  606  --X  -5  EDO  B  605  --X  - 2 Entry composition i ○ There are 7 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 15588 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
Mol Type Chain Res Chirality Geometry Clashes Electron density
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called THIOCYANATE DEHYDROGENASE. Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
Mol Chain Residues
• Molecule 1: THIOCYANATE DEHYDROGENASE Chain A :   K82  D88  Y96  G106  C131  P132  M137  A138  P141  K147  E148  G157  N160  L161  F162  V168  R188  D194  V205  I209  T210  P211  D214  Q222  D250  K264  R265  L266  K267  R274  I285  V290  P291  G292  G293  E294  G304  D305   R306  D314  F318  V326  L331  C335  D339  A379  G380  H381  Q382  M395  L398  R399  D407  D412  W428  N434  T435  F436  H437  M438  T450  M451  W452  W453  T457  P458  N459  G460  I461  A462  D465  E474  V475  G478  H482  H527  P534   T548 • Molecule 1: THIOCYANATE DEHYDROGENASE Chain B :   K82  K95  G106  P132  M137  A138  N160  R193  V205  H206  I209  V218  Q222  R253  D257  R265  K281  I285  D286  W287  V290  A296  G304  D305  R306  D314  K323  W324  A325  V326  M329  C335  H381  Q382  M395   L398  D412  R429  Y432  P433  M438  D443  T450  N459  D465  D476  H482  E513  T514  H527  H528  D529  T547  T548 • Molecule 1: THIOCYANATE DEHYDROGENASE Chain C: D412  W428  R429  G430  P433  N434  T435  F436  H437  M438  I447  Y448  V449  T450  M451  W452  W453  N459  G460  I461  A462  E470  L477  H482  G499  T503  M510  E513  T514  D515  H527  T548 • Molecule 1: THIOCYANATE DEHYDROGENASE Chain D: G106  D112  P132  A138  S142  K147  E148  K159  N160  I163  K183  Y184  D185  R188  R193  V205  I209  D214  Q222  D234  D245  K249  K252  K281  D286  V290  E294  R306  H309  D314 D319  M329  P332  S357  H381  Q382  M395  L398  D412  K419  R429   •   P433  N434  T435  F436  H437  M438  T450  W453  N459  D465  H482  E511  E516  H527  R535  D539  T547  T548 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ There are no chirality outliers.
There are no planarity outliers.
Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 5.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (147) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○

Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
Mol Chain Analysed Favoured Allowed Outliers Percentiles
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○
Mol Chain Analysed Rotameric Outliers Percentiles
There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
Of 28 ligands modelled in this entry, 23 are monoatomic -leaving 5 for Mogul analysis.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). In the following table, the Chirals column lists the number of chiral outliers, the number of chiral centers analysed, the number of these observed in the model and the number defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. Similar counts are reported in the Torsion and Rings columns. '-' means no outliers of that kind were identified. 
Mol
Mol Type Chain Res Link Chirals Torsions Rings
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry. There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
Ligands i ○
In the following 
Other polymers i ○
